Mind full or Mindful?
Chantal Serré Giddings & Diana Valentini

In the Next Hour . . .
➢ What is mindfulness?
➢ How we are using mindfulness tools to improve student
self-regulation and well being
➢ Overview of our curriculum and a sample lesson
➢ Mindful Eating
➢ Blog
➢ Feedback - Teachers and Students
➢ STAR (Stop! Take A breath and Relax!) Zone Kit
➢ Student Voices - < 2 minute Video

Mindfulness is paying
attention to everything
that is happening right
NOW inside and outside
of you..
It is observing your
thoughts and feelings
from a distance, without
judging them good or
bad.

It’s living in the present moment

The Power of the BREATH
Change your breath,
change your stress level
Stress

Choppy
irregular
breath

Change
your
stress
level

Regular
Breath

Three deep long breaths can
● Reduce stress level
● Help manage thoughts
● Lessen fear & anxiety
● ...

Belly breathing
Three complete breaths

The Power of Movement

Basic Relaxation

CALM.COM

Grade 8 Mindfulness Activities
Theme 1: What is Mindfulness
a.
b.
c.
d.

Defining mindfulness
Tools
Neurobiology of Mindfulness - Neuroplasticity
Rewiring the Brain

Theme 2: The Power of the Breath
a. Belly Breathing
b. Three Complete Breaths

Theme 3: The Power of the Mind
a. Mindfulness Exercise - Lazy River
b. The Power of our Thoughts
c. The Power of Affirmations
d. The Emotions - MOVIE Inside Out

Theme 4: The Power of Being in the Moment
a.
b.
c.
d.

Mindfulness Activities
at St.Paul
1. Grade 8
Mindfulness
2. Wednesday'
Wellness HS lunch
3. Staff awareness
4. HS Classes
relaxation exercises

Mindfulness Exercise- Up in a tree (concentration)
Mindfulness Exercise - Brushing your Teeth
Mindful Drawing - Art Therapy
Mindful Eating

Theme 3 POWER

of the MIND:
What are Affirmations?

Thoughts → Emotion → Well-being
I'm going to fail → Fear → Stressed, Physical symptoms
I've got this → Confidence → Pumped, focused

Just like exercise,

Positive Affirmations raise The level
of feel-good hormones
and push our brains to form
“positive thought” neurons.
A neuron is a nerve cell. Neurons process and transmit information.
There are around 100 billion neurons in the brain.

Feel-Good hormones
● Dopamine - Reward system & praise
boost it by setting realistic goals such as tidying your
locker

● Serotonin - Self-esteem & confidence
boost it by doing daily exercise

● Oxytocin - love hormone
spending time with loved ones
being kind to others
hugs
warm handshake
watch a tearjerker
sing or dance
get involved in group activities

● Endorphin - body’s pain killer
released during strenuous exercise

I LOVE YOU Video

Kill Negative
Change your
Affirmations
Automatic Negative Thoughts to Positive ones

Kill the ANTs
Instead of Nobody likes me - think or say: Sarah called me yesterday
(Personalizing) Instead of She was so rude to me - think or say: Maybe she’ just having a bad day
(Always)

www.thebrainlady.com Burdick Lcsw Bcn, Debra (2014-10-01).
Mindfulness Skills for Kids & Teens: A Workbook for Clinicians & Clients with 154 Tools, Techniques, Activities & Worksheets (p. 3).
PESI Publishing & Media.

MANAGE YOUR
THOUGHTS
This week try to
practice:

● Pay attention to your
thoughts
● Kill the ANTs

Digital Artwork by Brigida D’Angelo, for Mr. Dorey’s AWQ4M class

Mindful Eating

Feel, See, Smell, Hear & Taste!

Blog

mindfulnessforteens.blogspot.ca

Student
Responses

After One Session
It was difficult for me
to focus

I felt SO peaceful

I'm going to start doing
that at home

I was in such a deep
relaxation it almost felt
like I was somewhere else

I can’t get the breathing

It’s time to shut down and then
I can focus on what comes next
They prefer someone to guide them instead
of the program's voice

The desk is not necessary the most comfortable place to do it.
➢ another teacher suggested we bring her students to an
empty room because they were very anxious about exams.
They lied down with a blanket while I lead them in a
relaxation exercise. (can do at home in bed)

Teacher Feedback
Grade 8 class

Teacher began to do the same
activities at home with her children

Teacher speaking with a mother:
My son was doing breathing in the car.
Later I heard him on the phone with his
cousin who was also feeling anxious giving
him instructions on how to do it.

Teacher Feedback

Hello Chantal

(grade 9 religion class)

I would be pleased to provide feedback regarding the relaxation exercise that you gave to my class based on the theme of Mental Health.
Students were very interested about the concept of "mind full" and "mindfulness". You first introduced this concept at a staff meeting. This comparison was presented by way
of the drawing illustrating the dog owner and the dog and what was going on in each of their minds. I thought it would be a good idea to bring this to the classroom and see what
students would think of it.
The drawing was used as an introduction to the topic at the beginning of your presentation. It was very visual for them and therefore easier to remember. During the course of
several weeks after your presentation to my class, that same drawing was used repeatedly to reinforce what is meant by these two terms. Students fully understood the
concept very quickly. The drawing did its job very well.
The next question that you presented to the class was "how do we achieve this state of mindfulness?" You presented a very well structured series of steps to go through using

Grade 9 Religion Class

students participated as a class and were pleasantly surprised at
how effective the breathing technique was in reducing their immediate stress
allowing them to focus more clearing and on one topic rather than having a shower of
thoughts running through their heads. One of the comments made by students is that .the relaxation
exercise allowed them to focus better during class It was a very positive experience for
them. So much so that the class adopted a new opening exercise to each class where
each student was responsible to bring in a piece of music that they thought aided
them in relaxing. we listened to the music together in class and at the same time we practised the breathing exercise that you had taught them. The
students began to look forward to this exercise at the beginning of each class.
breathing exercises which the class repeated as you went along. The

Overall, The direct feedback from the students was that this was a very positive experience for them. Thanks for taking the time to teach them this exercise to my class!

Ted

What We Learned
1. Their favourite activities were: mindful eating, mindful relaxation and movement,
Up in a tree and Lazy river
2. Classroom teacher participation and support is essential
3. Relaxation exercise:
a. First couple of times give students an overview of what to expect ie. Explain
each step and let them know amount of time it will take
b. Give students turn to choose the music
c. ALWAYS have them put all books and electronic devices under their desks
d. if students are not engaged: nonverbal cues, noiseless fidgets
e. Routine is essential: sit with straight back, eyes closed, hands on lap or desk.
Close eyes or look down at a spot on the floor
4. Practice and patience needed with student and self
a. Some students don’t get it the first time (let them know that is ok)
b. No judgment - encourage and let them move and join at own pace

Students Were Looking For A Space

A quiet space with dim lighting and comfortable seating intended for
students who need to take a body break and work through increasing
levels of physical, emotional, cognitive or social stress.

Calm
Zone

(resource
rooms and
achievement
centre)

Star Zone Kit

Calm Zone (Self Regulation)
● theraputty,
● fidget toys,
● colouring pages,
● building blocks,
● crossword puzzles
● websites (Calm.com) or Apps
(MindShift)

Our way of delivering the selfself-regulating tools to
a greater number of students. The fidgets and
resources help students to selfself-regulate, in a
socially appropriate way, while remaining in the
classroom. When we put together the Calm
Zone and Kit we incorporated ideologies
developed through the research of Dr. Stuart
Shanker. Shanker is an expert in selfself-regulation
and his research shows that when students are
equipped with these tools they can achieve
calm, focus and alertness and ultimately learn
and flourish socially and emotionally..

STAR Zone Kit
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Student Voice

